Abstract. In this paper we describe six pencils of K3-surfaces which have large Picardnumber (15 ≤ ρ ≤ 20) and contain precisely five singular fibers: four have A-D-E singularities and one is non-reduced. In particular we describe these surfaces as cyclic coverings of the K3-surfaces of [BS]. In many cases using this description and latticetheory we are able to compute the exact Picard-number and to describe explicitly the Picard-lattices.
Introduction
In the last years using different methods (toric geometry, mirror symmetry, etc.) have been constructed and studied many families of K3-surfaces with large Picard-Number and small number of singular fibers (see e.g. [D] , [VY] and [Be] ). In these notes using group actions and cyclic coverings we describe some new one. In [BS] the authors describe three pencils of K3-surfaces where the generic surface has Picard-number 19 and the pencils contain four singular fibers with singularities of A − D − E type and one non-reduced fiber. The families arise as minimal resolutions of quotients X λ /G were G is a subgroup of SO(4) containing the Heisenberg group and {X λ } λ∈P 1 is a G-invariant pencil of surfaces in P 3 , the latter are described in [S1] . The groups G are the so-called bi-polyhedral groups: T ×T , O × O, I × I, where T , O and I denote the tetrahedral group, the octahedral group and the icosahedral group in SO(3) (we recall their precise definition in the first Section), the pencils X 6 λ , X 8 λ , X 12 λ of T × T −, O × O−, resp. I × I−invariant surfaces, have degrees 6, 8, resp. 12. In these notes we consider some special normal subgroup H of T × T and O × O (I × I is simple) so that the minimal resolutions of the quotients are pencils of K3-surfaces, these have then five singular fibers (one is non-reduced) and large Picard-number. In Section 2 we describe all the subgroups H with this property. In the Sections 3, 4, 5 and 6 we describe six new one-dimensional families of K3-surfaces: the generic surface of two of the pencils has Picard-number ρ = 19 and there are four singular surfaces with ρ = 20 as in the case of the families X 6 λ /T × T or X 8 λ /O × O of [BS] . The other four pencils seem to have smaller Picard-number. We give in any case a lower bound for ρ and in each case except one we could identify surfaces with ρ = 20. The methods which we use in these Sections are essentially the same as in [BS] . In the Sections 7 and 9, we describe the K3-surfaces as cyclic coverings of the K3-surfaces of [BS] , more precisely let Y λ,T ×T and Y λ,O×O denote the minimal resolutions of the quotients X 6 λ /T × T and X 8 λ /O × O, then taking two special 3-divisible classes of rational curves in the Neron-Severi group N S(Y λ,T ×T ) and two special 2-divisible classes of rational curves in the Neron-Severi group N S(Y λ,O×O ) one can construct cyclic coverings (two for each surface) which correspond (up to contract some (-1)-curves) to the minimal resolutions of the surfaces X 6 λ /H and X 8 λ /H ′ for some normal subgroup H of T × T and H ′ of O × O. By doing cyclic coverings of the latter, one obtains more K3-surfaces. In Section 8 and 9 by using these descriptions and the results of [BS] , Section 6, we compute explicitly the Picard-lattice of the K3-surfaces of two of the families, more precisely of those where the generic surface has ρ = 19 and of the four special surfaces with ρ = 20 contained in these families. We compute also the Picard-lattice of the surfaces with ρ = 20 in the other pencils. I would like to thank W. Barth for introducing me to cyclic coverings and for many useful discussions.
Notations and preliminaries
There are two classical 2 : 1 coverings: ρ : SU (2) → SO(3) and σ : SU (2) × SU (2) → SO(4).
Let G i ⊂ SO(3), i = 1, 2 denote the polyhedral group T or O. We consider the binary groupG i := ρ −1 (G i ) ⊂ SU (2) and the σ-image: σ(G 1 ×G 2 ) ⊂ SO(4), which by abuse of notation we denote with G 1 × G 2 and we denote an element of SU (2) × SU (2) and its image in SO(4) by (p 1 , p 2 ). These groups have been studied in [S1] , there the group T × T is called G 6 and the group O × O is called G 8 . We will denote by X 6 λ = s 6 + λq 3 and by X 8 λ = s 8 + λq 4 the pencils of T × T -and of O × O-invariant surfaces in P 3 , which are described in [S1] , s 6 denotes a T ×T -invariant homogeneous polynomial of degree six and s 8 denotes an O × O-invariant homogeneous polynomial of degree eight, q := x 2 0 + x 2 1 + x 2 2 + x 2 3 is the equation of the quadric P 1 × P 1 in P 3 . The base locus of the pencils X n λ are 2n lines (n = 6, 8) on the quadric, n in each ruling. These pencils contain exactly four nodal surfaces. We recall the value of the λ i and the number of nodes on X λ i in the table below (cf. [S1] ): n = 6 n = 8 We recall also the matrix:
which operates on an element (p 1 , p 2 ) ∈ G 1 × G 2 by:
Moreover we specify the following matrices of SO (4):
Using these matrices the groups have the following generators:
Group Generators
Denote by P G the image of a subgroup G ⊂ SO(4) in PGL(4). We define the types of lines in P 3 which are fixed by elements (p 1 , p 2 ) ∈ P G of order 2, 3 or 4 in the following way:
order 2 3 4 type M N R
Normal subgroups
In [S2] the author classifies all the subgroups of SO(4) which contain the Heisenberg group V × V . Here we consider all the normal subgroups of T × T and O × O which contain the subgroup V × V and T × T . The group I × I does not contain normal subgroups. We denote by H such a normal subgroup, by o(H) its order and by
We list below all the groups H and their generators, following the notation of [S2] . Moreover we do not consider separately the groups H and C −1 HC or, in general, groups which are conjugate in O(4).
We analyze the different kind of fix-points for elements of the subgroups P H ⊂ P G in the same way as in [BS] . Recall that the elements of the form (p, 1) or (1, p) have each two disjoint lines of fix points contained in one ruling, respectively in the other ruling of the quadric (cf. [S1] , 5.4 p. 439). 1) Fix-points on the quadric. The subgroups G 1 × 1 and 1 × G 2 ⊂ P H operate on the two rulings of the quadric and determine orbits of lines, which are also P H-orbits of lines. We resume the lengths of the orbits in the following tables. In the first row we write the order of the element which fixes two lines of the orbit:
In particular observe that in the case of the groups (T T ) ′ and (OO) ′′ the meeting points of the fix-lines of the two rulings of P 1 × P 1 split into three orbits of length 12 and two orbits of length 32, in the other cases these meeting-points form just one orbit.
2) Fix-points off the quadric. We denote by F L the fix-group of a line L of P 3 in P H and by H L the stabilizer group of L in P H, i.e.
Moreover denote by ℓ(L) the length of the G-orbit of the line L and by g a representative of a conjugacy class in G:
Here we denote by q 3 the product of q 1 and q 2 . In the last column of the table the sum runs over i, j = 1, 2, 3. In this case we have nine distinct conjugacy classes with just one element. 
Quotient singularities
We consider now the projections:
In this Section we run the same program as in [BS] , Section 3 and describe the singularities of the quotients (for the details cf. [BS] ) . 1) Fix-lines on q. The image in the quotient of the lines of the base locus of the pencils X 6 λ and X 8 λ and of the intersection points of the lines of the base locus are smooth. Observe that the points of intersection of the lines of the base locus of the pencils form one orbit under the action of T × V , V × V , O × T and T × T . In the case of the groups (T T ) ′ we have three orbits and in the case of the group (OO) ′′ we have two orbits, as described in Section 3, this means that the lines in the quotient will meet three times and two times. Now we consider the points of intersection of the lines of the base locus with the other fix-lines on q. In the table below we do not write the groups (T T ) ′ and V × V because they do not have other fix-points on q other then the lines of the base locus. We denote by Fix(P ) the fix-group in P G of a point P . In the next table we write the length and the number of orbits of fix-points, and we describe which kind of singularities do we have in the quotient: 
The number of points not on q cut out on X λ by L is: 
3) The singular surfaces. We denote by ns the number of nodes on the surfaces and by F the fix-group of a node in H. In the table below, we give the number of orbits of nodes and their fix-groups in P H, P H ′ and we describe the singularities in the quotient. For doing this recall the Proposition 3.1 of [BS] :
Proposition 4.1. Let X be a nodal surface with F ⊂ SO(3) the fix-group of the node. Then the image of this node on X/H is a quotient singularity locally isomorphic with C 2 /F , whereF ⊂ SU (2) is the binary group which corresponds to F . 
be the minimal resolution of the singularities of X λ /H, which denotes one of the six quotients of Section 4. In the following table we give the number of rational curves coming from the curves of the base locus of X λ (denote it by ν 1 ) and from the resolution of the singularities. The latter are of three kinds: those coming from the intersection points of the lines of the base locus with other fix-lines on q, those coming from fix-points which are off q and do not come from nodes of X λ , and those coming from the nodes. We denote their numbers by ν 2 , ν 3 and ν 4 , then the total number of rational curves is ν := ν 1 + ν 2 + ν 3 + ν 4 . We give the discriminant, d, of the intersection matrix too.
1. The smooth X λ . 
2. The singular X λ . In this case the surfaces X λ dont have extra singularities on q, hence the number ν 1 and ν 2 remain the same as above and we do not write them again. 
6. K3-surfaces Since the groups H and H ′ contain the subgroups V × V of T × T resp. T × T of O × O the projections π H and π H ′ of Section 4 are ramified on the lines of the base locus of the families X λ with ramification index two, and three. A computation as in [BS] Section 5, shows that the quotients are K3-surfaces with Picard-number at least the number of rational curves given in Section 5. For the other pencils, and in the special cases too, we are not always able to identify exactly the Picard-number, but we can give a lower bound for it, which is the number ν of rational curves given in the tables above.
We are now going to describe another construction for these pencils of K3-surfaces.
Cyclic Coverings
Consider now the pairs G and H so that G/H is cyclic, in our cases either |G/H| = 3 or |G/H| = 2 (cf. Section 2), and consider the map:
7.1. The general case. For the moment assume that X λ is smooth. The group G/H acts on the points of the fiber π −1 (P ). If the point P is not fixed by G/H then the map is 3 : 1 or 2 : 1 there. If P is fixed by G/H then we have a singularity on X λ /H, more precisely an A 2 or an A 1 , now the fiber π −1 (P ) is one point and the map has multiplicity 2 or 3 there (cf. [M2] Lemma 3.6 p. 80). Consider now the minimal resolutions Y G and Y H of the singular points of X λ /G and X λ /H. As shown in [BS] and in Section 6 these surfaces are K3 and we have a rational map:
which is 3 : 1 or 2 : 1. Observe that this map is not defined over the (−2)-rational curves in the blow up of the singular points of X λ /G which comes from fix-points of G/H on X λ /H. In this Section we describe the map γ in another way, more precisely by using cyclic coverings. For the general theory about 2-cyclic coverings and 3-cyclic coverings we send back to the article [N] of Nikulin and to the articles [M1] of Miranda and [T] of Tan. For the convenience of the reader in Figure 1 . we recall the configurations of (-2)-rational curves on the smooth surfaces Y T ×T and on Y O×O given in [BS] . By [BS] , Proposition 6.1, we have the following 3-divisible classes in N S(Y T ×T ):
. Making reduction modulo three we find the classes:
In N S(Y O×O ) we have the following 2-divisible classes:
Consider also the classes L + L ′ and L − L ′ , which after reduction modulo 2 are the same as:
These classes consist of six disjoint A 2 -configurations of curves and of eight disjoint A 1 -configurations of curves (in accord to [T] and [N] ). These are the resolutions of A 2 and A 1 singularities of X λ /G which arise by doing the quotient of X λ /H by G/H. We construct the 3-cyclic coverings and the 2-cyclic coverings by using the divisors L, L ′ , M, M ′ . To avoid to produce singularities by doing this, we first blow up the meeting points of the A 2 -configurations. Call Y 0 T ×T the surface which we obtain after these blow-ups. The meeting points are replaced by (−1)-curves and the two (−2)-curves become now (−3)-curves. Denote by φ : 
T ×T . Proof. We do the computation for one configuration of curves L 1 − L 2 , this is the same in the other cases. Denote again by L 1 and L 2 the curves on Y 0 T ×T which now are (−3)-curves
and denote by E the exceptional (−1)-curve. By the properties of cyclic coverings we have
the map φ is not ramified on E and the restriction φ |Ẽ is 3 : 1 onto E. Hence we have φ * E =Ẽ andẼ 2 = (φ * E) 2 = (degφ)E 2 = 3E 2 = −3.
Our surface Y 1 T ×T is now no more minimal. By blowing down the (−1)-curves, the curvẽ E becomes also a (−1)-curve so we blow it down too. We call the new smooth surfaces
On Y O×O we construct directly the 2-cyclic coverings with branching divisors L and M, because these consist of disjoint smooth rational curves. A computation as in Proposition 7.1 shows that on the coverings the (−2)-curves of the branching divisors became (−1)-curves, hence we can blow them down. We call the surfaces which we obtain O L , O L ′ and O M . By Proposition 7.2 below and Remark 7.1 follows that the surfaces 
Moreover we have the following isomorphism of surfaces:
We have these isomorphisms up to conjugate with C the group T ×V , up to change (p 3 , p 3 ) with (p 2 3 , p 3 ) in (T T ) ′ and up to conjugate with C the group O × T . 00000 11111 00000 11111 00 00 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11
and the two rational curves meet in three distinct points. Observe that the (−2)-curves of Y ′ T ×T remain (−2)-curves on T L and on T M and we have the configurations of (−2)-rational curves given in Figure  3 . These are 19 and 17 curves. The discriminants are the following:
Since it is not zero these classes are independent in the Neron-Severi group. In the same way as before the curves 
These are not zero hence the previous classes are independent in the Neron-Severi group. Finally observe that the canonical bundles on the surfaces are trivial, hence the surfaces are abelian or K3. Since in each case the rank of the Neron-Severi group is at least 17, it turns out that these are K3-surfaces and by construction are isomorphic to the surfaces announced in the statement. 1  00  00  00  11  11  11  00  00  00  11  11  11   00  00  11  11   00  00  11  11  0  0  1  1  0  0  1  1  00  00  11  11  00  00  11 Fig. 4 7.2. The special cases. We use the same notation of [BS] . We denote by X 6,1 , X 6,2 , X 6,3 , X 6,4 the four singular surfaces in the pencil X 6 λ and by X 8,1 , X 8,2 , X 8,3 , X 8,4 the four singular surfaces in the pencil X 8 λ . For the convenience of the reader we recall in Figure 5 also the graphs of the rational curves in the resolutions of the quotient, which come from singular points outside the quadric. In Figure 5 we do not draw separately the graphs of these curves for the surfaces Y T ×T since these looks equal, however one has to replace the curves N 1 , N 2 , N 3 , N 4 by the curves N 5 , N 6 , N 7 , N 8 . Now consider the projection π of Section 7. In these cases, the situation is a little more complicated. Now in the counterimage π −1 (P ) of some singular point P of X λ /G coming from the A 1 -singularities of X λ we have singularities on X λ /H too. In the following table we give the singularities in the quotient X λ /G, G = T × T or O × O and the type and the number of singularities in the counterimage on X λ /H: 6, 1 6, 2 6, 3 6, 4 8, 1 8, 2 8, 3 8, 4
By resolving the quotients we get again a map like γ in Section 7. We can describe this map as there by using cyclic coverings. We distinguish two cases: 1. The case of T × T . One constructs the 3-cyclic covering as in the general case by using the divisors L, L ′ , M, M ′ , these are in the case of the singular surfaces 3-divisible too. Then one blows down the (−1)-curves. The graphs of the (−2)-rational curves on the special surfaces and not coming from the lines of the base locus of X 6 λ (these are the same as in the Figure 3 ) looks as in Figure 6 (cf. also [BS] , Section 4.2). Observe that the graphs of the curves on T 
Observe that by taking the divisor L ′ one obtains the same graphs, by taking the divisor M ′ one finds the following isomorphisms of graphs and, by construction, of surfaces:
In fact one sees that by taking L or L ′ one obtains the special K3-surfaces in the family Y λ,T ×V (up to conjugate the group T × V with the matrix C), by taking M or M ′ one obtains the special K3-surfaces in the covering
The case of O × O.
We take now the divisors L, L ′ , M and do 2-cyclic coverings, then blow down the (−1)-curves. The graphs of (−2)-rational curves on the special surfaces not coming from the lines of the base locus of the pencil X 8 λ (these looks like in Figure 4 ) are as in Figure 7 . 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 0 0 1 1 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00  00  00  11  11  11  00  00  00  11  11  11  00  00  00  11  11  11  0  0  0  1  1  1  0  0  0  1  1  1  0  0  0  1  1  1  00  00  11  11 00  00  00  11  11  11   00  00  11  11   00  00  00  11  11  11  00  00  00  11  11  11  00  00  00  11  11  11   00  00  11  11   00  00  11  11  00  00  00  11  11  11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 Similarly to the general case, by taking L or L ′ we find the singular surfaces in the family Y λ,O×T (up to conjugate O × T with the matrix C) and by taking M we find the singular surfaces in the family Y λ,(OO) ′′ . In both the cases 1 and 2 the discriminants of the lattices spanned by the previous curves are those given in Section 5.
Picard-lattices
We compute the Picard-lattices of the general K3-surface in the families T L , O L and of the special surfaces with ρ = 20 in each pencil. 1  1 1  00  00 00  11  11 11  00  00 00  11  11 11  00  00 00  11  11 11  0  0 0  1  1 1  0  0 0  1  1 1  0  0 0  1  1 1   0  0 0  1  1 1  00  00 00  11  11 11   0  0  1  1   00  00 00  11  11 11  0  0 0  1  1 1  0  0 0  1  1 1  00  00 00  11  11 11  00  00 00  11  11 11 00 00 11 11 0 0 0 1 1 1 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 0 0 0 1 1 1 00 00 00 11 11 11 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 0 0 1 1 00 00 00 11 11 11 0 0 0 1 1 1 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 11 11 00  00  11  11  0  0  1  1  0  0  1  1 00  00  11  11   00  00 00  11  11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 0 0 0 1 1 1 00 00 11 11 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 0 0 1 1 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 00 00 11 11 0 0 1 1 00 00 00 11 11 11 0 0 0 1 1 1 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 0 0 1 1 Fig. 7 by T the transcendental lattice orthogonal to the Picard-lattice. Since the discriminant groups T ∨ /T and N S ∨ /N S are isomorphic (cf. e.g. [BPV] p. 13 Lemma 2.5), they have the same rank which is ≤ rk (T ) . It follows that also rk(W ∨ /W ) p ≤ rk(T ). 
is 3-divisible in N S(T L ) and the classes:
. These together with the 19 curves of Proposition 7.2 span a 19-dimensional lattice with discriminant 2 · 3 · 5.
The class:L
and the class:
is 3-divisible. These together with the 19 curves of Proposition 7.2 span a 19-dimensional lattice with discriminant 2 3 · 3 · 7.
Proof. 1. The discriminant of the lattice generated by the 19 curves is 2 5 · 3 3 · 5 hence we can have 2-divisible classes or 3-divisible classes. The divisorL ′ is 3-divisible since it is the pull back of the divisor L ′ on Y T ×T which is 3-divisible too. And we cannot have more 3-divisible classes. If there are no 2-divisible classes then the group (W ∨ /W ) 2 would contain the classes
)/2 which are independent classes with respect the intersection form. Since the rank of (W ∨ /W ) 2 is less or equal as the rank of T ∨ /T which is at most three, it can not happen that we find five classes as before. Hence some combination of them must be contained in the Neron-Severi group. So we have 1 2
for some parameters λ, λ ′ , λ ′′ , µ 1 , µ 2 , µ 3 ∈ Z 2 . By Nikulin [N] such a 2-divisible set contains 8 curves. So putting λ ′′ = 0 and µ 3 = 0 we get the divisor h 1 , putting λ ′ = 0 and µ 2 = 0 we get the divisor h 2 . The discriminant of the lattice W together with these three classes now change into 2 · 3 · 5, hence we cannot have more torsion classes. 2. Again the classL ′ is the pull back of the class M ′ on Y O×O hence it is 2-divisible. If there are no 3-divisible classes then the group (W ∨ /W ) 3 would contain the classes
)/3 which are independent. We have these three independent classes also on the special surfaces O . Hence we would have also there rk(W ∨ /W ) 3 ≥ 3. This is not possible in fact on these surfaces we have rk(W )=20 which implies rk(W ∨ /W ) 3 ≤ 2. This means that the three classes fit together giving a 3-divisible class in NS(O , obtaining a smooth threefold there, and where the two singular surfaces are replaced by surfaces with only A i -singularities. Then by using a result of Briskorn, cf. [Br] , one can replace these two fibers by smooth fibers, the total space remains smooth. Hence we see that the previous class which we have on the special fibers also exists in the Neron-Severi group of the generic fiber O L . 
2. In the case of T 
is 3-divisible. Moreover in the case of T (6,2) M the classes: M , the class:
is 2-divisible and in the case of O (8,4) M the class:
This together with the 20 curves of Section 7.2 spans a 20-dimensional lattice. The ranks and the discriminants of the Picard-lattices are:
6, 2 6, 3 6, 4 6, 1 6, 2 rank 20 20 20 20 
Proof. (cf. also [BS] Theorem 6.2) 1. In all the special cases of the pencils T L and O L we do not have enough rational (−2)-curves satisfying the conditions of [N] and [T] to obtain more 2-divisible or 3-divisible classes. 2. The classL comes from the 3-divisible class L on Y T ×T hence it is 3-divisible too. One proves as in Proposition 8.1 that in the case of T 
Consider the classes:
M . Since the rank of NS is 20 the classes v i /4, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 cannot be independent in N S ∨ /N S, hence we must find coefficients α i ∈ Z 4 with:
Observe that then 2W ∈ N S too and so the class: [N] this must contains eight or 16 curves, hence α i = 1 (mod 2Z) and after perhaps interchanging v i with −v i , we may assume α i = 1 (mod 4Z). In this way we find the class of the statement. Finally by the same argumentation of 1 and 2 we cannot have more 3-divisible classes or 2-divisible classes.
9. More cyclic coverings 9.1. The general case. As in Section 7 we can construct the 3-cyclic covering of T L , T M by using the 3-divisible classesL ′ andL and the 2-cyclic coverings of O L , O M by using the 2-divisible divisorsL ′ ,L . As before we consider first the non-special surfaces. Call the coverings TL′, TL, resp. OL′, OL. Then: Proof. The irreducible curves contained on the divisorL ′ disappear on TL′ and the same happens on the surface OL′ . On these surfaces we have the configuration of 15, resp. 18 (−2)-rational curves given in Figure 8 . Similarly to Proposition 7.2 we write down the discriminants: 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 The surfaces are K3 and are isomorphic with Y V ×V and with Y T ×T . Namely observe that V × V is a subgroup of index 3 of the groups T × V and of (T T ) ′ , hence we have a diagram as those given in Figure 2 . Similarly T × T is an index 2 subgroup of O × T and of (OO) ′′ so as before we have the diagram of Figure 2. 9.2. The special cases. We construct 3-cyclic coverings of the special T L and T M by using the 3-divisible classesL ′ andL and the 2-cyclic covering of the special O L and O M by using the 2-divisible classesL ′ ,L (in the same way as in Section 7). Other than the curves coming from the base locus of X 6 λ and X 8 λ we have the configurations of rational curves given in Figure 9 . Observe that as in the general case the surfaces TL′ are isomorphic to the surfaces TL and the surfaces OL′ are isomorphic to the OL. The surfaces which we obtain are exactly the special K3-surfaces in the families Y λ,V ×V and Y λ,T ×T . The number of independent rational curves in the Neron-Severi group is: L(L ′ ) 6, 1 6, 2 6, 3 6, 4 8, 1 8, 2 8, 3 8, 4
18 18 18 18 20 19 19 20
This gives a lower bound for the Picard-number, the discriminants of the lattices generated by these curves are given in Section 5. T ×T the minimal resolution of X 6 λ /T × T ).
Final remarks
1. In the Sections 8 and 9 we identify explicitly the Picard-lattice of some K3-surfaces. It is our next aim to compute the transcendental lattices orthogonal to the Picard-lattices to classify the K3-surfaces. In particular by a result of Shioda and Inose, cf. [SI] , K3-surfaces with ρ = 20 are classified by means of their transcendental lattice. 2. By a result of Morrison, cf. [Mo] , each K3-surface with ρ = 19 or 20 admits a so called Shioda-Inose structure. This means that there is a Nikulin-involution, an involution with eight isolated fix-points and the quotient is birational to a Kummer-surface. It would be desirable to have an explicit description of this structure for our surfaces. 3. The quotients 3-folds P 3 /G, G = T × T, O × O, I × I or a subgroup described in Section 2 seem to be Fano. We did not describe these spaces here. It would be interesting to have a global resolution of these spaces and to see our K3-surfaces as pencils on the smooth 3-folds. A first result which is helpful in finding such resolutions is contained in [LS] .
